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Abstract 

Geochemical and microbiological modeling was performed to evaluate the potential quantities and impact of 

microorganisms on the geochemistry of the area adjacent to and within nuclear waste packages in the proposed 

repository drifts at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The microbial growth results from the introduction of water, ground 

support, and waste package materials into the deep unsaturated rock. The simulations, which spanned one million 

years, were accomplished using a newly developed computer code, Microbial Impacts to the Near-Field 

Environment Geochemistry (MING). MING uses environmental thresholds for limiting microbial growth to 

temperatures below 120°C and above relative humidities of 90 percent in repository drifts. Once these thresholds are 

met, MING expands upon a mass balance and thermodynamic approach proposed by McKinley and others (1 997), 

by using kinetic rates to supply constituents from design materials and constituent fluxes including solubilized rock 

components into the drift, to perform two separate mass-balance calculations as a function of time. The first 

(nutrient limit) assesses the available nutrients (C, N, P and S) and calculates how many microorganisms can be 

produced based on a microorganism stoichiometry of C160(H28~080)N30P2S. The second (energy limit) calculates the 

energy available from optimally combined redox couples for the temperature, and pH at that time. This optimization 

maximizes those reactions that produce > I  5kJ/mol (limit on useable energy) using an iterative linear optimization 

technique. The final available energy value is converted to microbial mass at a rate of 1 kg of biomass (dry weight) 

for every 64 MJ of energy. These two values (nutrient limit and energy limit) are then compared and the smaller 

value represents the number of microorganisms that can be produced over a specified time. MING can also be 

adapted to investigate other problems of interest as the model can be used in saturated and unsaturated environments 

and in laboratory situations to establish microbial growth limitations. Other projected uses include investigations of 

contaminated locations where monitored natural attenuation or engineered bioremediation could be employed. 
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1. Introduction 

In the potential Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) repository environment (Figure l), located in southern Nevada, 

bulk and localized chemistry within the emplacement drifts may be affected by microbial activity. Large sources of 

potential nutrients and energy for microorganisms are found in the materials used in the construction of the ground 

support. The waste-package materials represent reduced metals that can be oxidized to provide energy for 

microorganisms, and the waste forms themselves contain both nutrient (when solubilized) and energy sources for 

organisms. These large quantities of materials would be emplaced in an environment that is currently nutrient 

limited (Keifl et al. 1997, Horn et al. 2002) 

With the introduction of additional nutrients and energy (in the form of electrons from reduced steels and 

alloys) sizeable microbial communities could develop that might potentially affect many different aspects of the in- 

drift geochemical environment. Various classes of microorganisms can thrive over a wide range of pH, under 

elevated hydrostatic pressures, in highly saline conditions, and at radiation levels that would be lethal to humans 

(Pedersen and Karlsson 1995). Additionally, microorganisms most often live in nutrient starved environments (Amy 

1997; Morita 1990) where they may fix C 0 2  as a source of cellular carbon (autotrophy), and obtain energy through 

the oxidation of H2, N2 and CH, directly from the gas phase (Keift and Phleps 1997). Microorganisms colonize 

surfaces thereby generating biofilms (Little et al. 1997) that contain microenvironments in which conditions are 

altered from that of the overall environment. Anaerobic niches occur within biofilms that allow anaerobic 

organisms to live under otherwise aerobic conditions. Biofilms and the metabolic processes that go on within them 

often induce localized corrosion of metal surfaces to which they are attached (Horn and Jones, 2002). 

Microbial processes affecting radionuclide transformations include adsorptiodprecipitation, 

complexatiodchelation, dissolution, oxidatiodreduction reactions, and colloidal aggregation. Microbial 

heterotrophic aerobic respiration generates carbon dioxide as a metabolic endproduct, which also enables 

complexation of uranium and other radionuclides. These processes can act to affect radionuclide transport 

processes, in many instances causing increases in radionuclide solubility or transportability increasing the likelihood 

of nuclide transport away from the repository drifts. Additionally, microorganisms create microenvironments of 

nutrient and chemical gradients that are capable of altering radionuclide solubilities (Hersman 1997). 
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Because microbial processes can directly affect repository perfonnance, an effort was made to predict the 

quantity of microbial biomass that could be generated through time as a result of emplacement of ground support 

and waste package materials along with the waste form itself. This effort resulted directly in the development of the 

Microbial Impacts to the Near-field Environment Geochemistry (MING) software code (Ehrhorn and Jolley, 1998a, 

1998b and O’Connelll998). 

2. Limits to microbial growth and metabolism 

MING was designed to function withm parameters that have been shown to directly affect microbial activity, 

including nutrient availability, salinity, pH, water activity, radiation, temperature, and redox conditions, coupled 

with relevant metabolic processes. Conditions such as relative redox, nutrients, water activity, and temperature are 

directly incorporated into MING; other parameters such as salinity, pH, sue, and radiation are excluded from model 

and code development because their effects do not impact the results of the calculations if specific assumptions are 

made regarding the types of organisms that the environment will support. For example, MING assumes that 

halophdes take over if salt is hgh, acidophiles predominate if pH is low, and radioresistant organisms thrive when 

radiation dose is elevated (Jolley 2000, Ehrhorn and Jolley 1998a). 

2.1 Redox conditions and metabolic processes 

In deep unsaturated zones such as the potential repository in Yucca Mountain, a heterogeneous microbiological 

community can exist where many metabolic groups are represented (Hersman 1997), including heterotrophs, 

autotrophs, aerobes, facultative anaerobes, and anaerobes. While heterotrophs derive energy (as reducing 

equivalents) from reduced carbon compounds, other types of organisms use diverse reduced inorganic compounds as 

an energy source; and anerobes utilize oxidized species other than oxygen as terminal electron acceptors. Due to 

utilization of various redox pairs for deriving energy and as terminal electron sinks, microorganisms tend to 

accumulate at redox interfaces where both metabolic electron donors and electron acceptors are available. Metabolic 

processes which provide energy (as electrons) for growth include oxidation of reduced carbon compounds, 

nitrification which employs reduced nitrogen compounds as energy sources, hydrogen oxidation, methane oxidation, 

and manganese, sulfur and iron oxidation. Terminal electron acceptors include oxygen (aerobic respiration), 

oxidized nitrogen compounds (denitrification), sulfate, carbon dioxide (generating methane, methanogenesis), and 

ferric iron. Additionally, research has demonstrated microbes that use oxidized iron and manganese as electron 

acceptors are also capable of employing alternative oxidized species as terminal electron sinks. For example, 

several iron reducing species can also reduce U(VI) to U(1V) (Lovley et al. 1991, Lovley and Phillips 1992, Lovley 
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et al. 1993). This could play a potential role in the growth and persistence of microbial populations within a high 

level radioactive waste repository where the majority of the waste emplaced would be spent nuclear fuel. Table 1 

gives a listing of redox half reactions that are used in MING. 

2.2 Temperature 

The temperature of the subsurface environment will affect or limit the type of bacteria present, based on the 

optimum growth temperatures of the organisms present. The maximum temperature at which known 

microorganisms can exist in an active state is 120°C (Pedersen and Karlsson 1995; Horn and Meike 1995). This 

value is thus the temperature threshold that MING uses to suspend microbial growth, and MING further assumes 

that all bacterja growing in the 50-120°C range are thermophiles. During the period of thermal perturbation resulting 

from waste package emplacement, the temperature in the repository drifts could exceed 120°C. 

2.3 Water Availability 

Water availability (or the activity of water a,) is essential for microbial growth (Amy and Haldeman 1997; 

Banfield and Nealson 1997; Pedersen and Karlsson 1995). Most bacteria perish, sporate, or become dormant when 

a, falls below about 0.90 and have difficulty thriving when a, is less than 0.95 (Brown, 1976). In order for bacteria 

to grow well, a, needs to be around 0.98 (Pedersen and Karlsson 1995). The relationship a,=RH/IUU is used to 

define water activity (absent ionic considerations). The availability of water for microbial growth in the unsaturated 

zone at Yucca Mountain will be dependent on thermohydrological conditions. During the thermal pulse caused by 

initial emplacement of radioactive, heat-generating waste packages, a, values in the drift could approach zero. In 

order to account for this period where there is not enough moisture to allow microbial growth (a, <0.90), growth is 

not initiated until the minimum activity of water has been reached. However, water activity in the potential 

repository is expected to approach 1 .O (relative humilities (RH) near 100 percent) as radionuclide decay progresses 

and temperatures decrease. 

2.4 Nutrition 

About 95 percent of the microbial cell dry weight is made up ten major elements: carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, 

nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorous, potassium, calcium, magnesium and iron (Amy and Haldeman 1997; Banfield and 

Nealson 1997; Pedersen and Karlsson 1995). Several trace elements are also found in the biomass, namely, 

manganese, zinc, cobalt, molybdenum, nickel and copper. These trace elements are needed in such low 

concentrations that they are not thought to be limiting factors in microbial growth. The requirements for carbon, 
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hydrogen, and oxygen are normally satisfied together, because they are the chief constituents of the molecules that 

make up reduced carbon sources for organisms. 

Autotrophic and heterotrophic communities are found in the deep subsurface at Yucca Mountain. Heterotrophs 

show a great range of flexibility with respect to carbon compounds that can be utilized. Some bacteria are capable of 

degrading complex, substituted and stable carbon compounds (e.g., substituted aromatics and polymers), whereas 

others can only catabolize a few select carbon compounds. Autotrophs alternatively utilize carbon dioxide as a 

cellular carbon source. The fixation of COz as a source of cellular carbon, however is an energetically expensive 

process. 

In order to grow, organisms need to incorporate nitrogen, phosphorous, and sulfur (Amy and Haldeman 1997; 

Banfield and Nealson 1997; Pedersen and Karlsson 1995), as these elements are essential components of proteins, 

cofactors, nucleic acids, and phospholipids. Organisms usually employ inorganic sources of these elements. 

Nitrogen is often incorporated into cellular metabolism by reducing nitrate to ammonia, which then can be utilized 

by various biosynthetic pathways. Select groups of bacteria are able to reduce and assimilate atmospheric nitrogen. 

However, this process is extremely sensitive to oxygen levels, requires a great deal of available energy, and is most 

often associated with either marine organisms or those involved with plant symbioses. Almost all bacteria use 

inorganic phosphate as their phosphorous source and incorporate it directly. Most bacteria use sulfate as a source of 

sulfur and reduce it by assimilatory reduction. Sulfate is available in groundwater and is not usually a limiting 

nutrient, but low concentrations of phosphate and nitrogen can limit the growth of microorganisms. In the 

subsurface environment at Yucca Mountain, there is sufficient nitrogen in the groundwater. Under most conditions 

however, the flux of energy rather than the availability of nutrients will limit the amount of microbial growth 

possible. 

3. Mathematical model 

In developing a model that estimates the growth of microbial communities, three basic approaches are possible: 

mass balance, thermodynamic and hnetic. These approaches have been previously documented by McKinley and 

Grogan (1991), Capon and Grogan (1991), and Grogan and McKinley (1990). As a starting point, we chose to use 

an approach similar to that used by the Canadian High-Level Waste Repository program (Stroes-Gascoyne 1989) 

and the Swiss Lowhntermediate-Level Waste Repository program (Capon and Grogan 1991, McKinley and Grogan 

1991 and McKinley et al. 1997) which use both mass balance and thermodynamics to quantify the impacts of 

microbial populations. We augmented this approach by directly accounting for the kinetic rate of supply of potential 
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nutrients and energy and the transient behavior of environmental conditions in a repository. In essence, the kinetic 

rate of supply provides not only a yearly source of energy, but also the source of solubilized nutrients and 

environmental conditions for growth. Cell death rates are not included in the model. Therefore, the values calculated 

by MING represent the maximal biomass that could be sustained based on the kinetic rates of supply. Figure 2 

depicts the general flow of a MING calculation. 

Through MING's graphical user interface and the use of detached input tables, users are given the opportunity 

to create unlimited modeling environments. The user may define and use any thermo-hydrological model 

(temperature and humidity vs. time). The MING model can be run from 2 to 1,000,000 years in any size tunnel (or 

borehole) with any near-field porosity. The user can define, select, and combine different material sets for both the 

repository and the waste package as well as gas and water profiles. The user may also select different sets of half 

reactions and specify the minimum energy necessary for the half reaction to be used as well as the minimum relative 

humidity and maximum temperature that allow microbial growth. Finally, the user can specify whether gases (N2, 

COz, and 0,) are included in the model or not. H2 was not included due to the limited effects ofradiolysis. 

3.1 Time dependent supply rates 

MING is designed to consider all of the committed materials (i.e. those that remain in the drift after permanent 

closure) that are included in the current repository and waste package (WP) designs (Figure l), as well as the 

potential to evaluate any alternate design options that are relevant to microbial behavior. For example, in MING, a 

committed material (e.g., steel sets, drip shield, etc.) is broken down based on a fractional corrosion rate 

(Uestimated material lifetime) for that given material. The nutrients and energy made available by degradation are 

added to the system in a step-wise fashion. These are shown on Table 2. These nutrients also need to be related to 

the appropriate redox equations that generate the energy needed for growth and metabolism (Table 1). This is done 

by establishing reactant compositions for each material used in the repository design as shown on Table 3. In 

addition MING considers time dependent rates on gas supply (Table 4), water composition (Table 5), water flux into 

the drift (Figure 3), temperature and RH in the drift (Figure 3). 

3.2 Corrections to AG," for pH and temperature 

MING considers redox couples to supply the energy required to carry out basic microbiological metabolic 

functions (i.e., oxidation of electron donors and reduction of electron acceptors). Because organisms tend to utilize 

specific, well-documented metabolic pathways, a list of appropriate redox half reactions was derived (Table 1) based 

on the available nutrients in the system that will maximize energy production. MING uses the same values used by 
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Grogan and McKinley (1990, Appendix 3, p. AIII-1) for the limits of usable energy available from a given full 

redox reaction, where 15 kJ per mole of electrons transferred is the lower limit of energy required to create biomass 

(i.e. only those full reactions that produce >lSkJ/mol are considered). The final available energy value is converted 

to microbial mass at a rate of 1 kg of biomass for every 64 MJ of useable energy. 

Energy calculations in MING are based on a thermodynamic approach where Gibbs free energies (AG) are used 

to calculate the available energy for microbial production. For example, any redox reaction can be written in the 

general form 

A + a e -  +bH+ =cB+dH,O (1) 

for which a standard free energy of reaction (AG,“) can be specified. The AG,“ can be derived from standard free 

energies of formation (AGf”): 

AG; = AG; (products) - Z A G ;  (reactants) 

or from an equilibrium constant (K) :  

AG,“ = - R T h K  (3) 

Where R represents the gas constant and T represents the absolute temperature. The calculations are made by 

combining independent half reactions and calculating the overall AG,” for the reaction. 

The temperature of the repository will vary over time (Figure 3). Therefore, a method to incorporate temperature 

effect on reaction free energies was derived using output calculated using SUPCRT92 (Johnson et al. 1992). 

Regression analyses were performed on AG,” values at temperatures ranging from 0” to 150°C for a selected group 

of half reactions to define temperature dependent curves that could be incorporated into the energy calculations. 

Data selection and regression analyses are documented in Jolley (2001a) with the results shown on Table 1 below. 

The derived regression variables are used to calculate the temperature dependent AG: that is used in the derivation 

of the available energy for a given reaction. The temperature dependent regression variables are used in MING in 

the following way: 

A G & , , ~  = B, + B, T + B, T~ (4) 

where Bo, B I  and B2 are the second order regression coefficients. Thus, the effect of variable temperature (“C) are 

accounted for in the calculations. 
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In order to account for a chemically variable system, material degradation rates and the time dependent 

temperatures, gas fluxes, and water chemistries need to be accounted for over the time frame of the calculations. 

One effect that is directly accounted for is changes to free energy that could be imposed by the pH of incoming 

water. The free energy is corrected for the pH of the incoming ground water (PHHZo) by applying the following 

relationship 

AGpH = AGknp - RT ln[pHH20 1 ( 5 )  

For each full reaction, correcting for the actual pH brings the free energies of reaction further from the standard state 

values. However, using this simplified model should allow increased understanding of the complexity of the 

microbiological system and provide a mechanism to evaluate the overall system within an order-of-magnitude. 

It is important to note that within MING, only the standard-state free energies are used and these are not 

corrected for either Eh or the activity of dissolved species to derive the actual nonstandard-state free energies. By 

not calculating the nonstandard-state free energies, the calculation of available energy is not precise, but only 

represents a rough estimate of this value. Because the half-reactions are written as simple reduction reactions, the 

free energy of a full reaction applies more generally than purely standard-state conditions. It is actually constrained 

such that the ion activity ratios of the redox pairs are at isoactivities, which could be possible for ion activities 

different than unity (the standard-state conditions). Within a biofilm or an individual organism, the pH (and 

chemical speciation) can certainly be completely different than the bulk chemistry imposed by the in-drift or near- 

field environment. However, the bulk chemistry is the major influence on the types of nutrients and energy available 

for a given organism or biofilm. 

3.3 Nutrient supply 

As documented in the microbial modeling approach for the Swiss Lowhtermediate-Level Repository (Grogan 

and McKinley 1990), MING only considers the major elements essential for cell growth (C, N, S, and P). Other 

nutrients will be considered freely available (i.e., Na, K, Ca, and CI). The nutritional needs of organisms are handled 

in MING by using the stoichiometric representation for microbial composition along with other required properties 

of microorganism as reported in McKinley et al. (1997) and shown in Table 6 .  

The mass balance calculations conducted in MING consider three sources of nutrient supply: first, the time 

dependent flux of groundwater into the repository (Table 5 and Figure 3); second, the degradation of repository 

materials including the multilayered effects (i.e. the waste is not available for nutrient and energy supply until the 
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waste package is breached; see Section 3.4 below) of waste packages (see Table 2) ,  and third, the time-dependent 

flux of gases (C02, Nz, H2, and Oz, see Table 4) into the repository. The nutrient limits will be calculated by 

determining the appropriate ratio (relative molar concentration) of material (determined by available nutrient flux) 

needed to create the prototypical organism having the stoichiometry in Table 6.  

3.4 Other code features 

In calculating nutrient availability, MING also will allow a sequential introduction of waste package and ground 

support materials. This means that a sequential model of a waste package can be defined, where the internal waste 

package materials are not allowed to mutually degrade and be released into the nutrient stream until the outer shell is 

completely used up (Table 7). 

Another tool that MING utilizes is a special reactant flag where the intermediate breakdown products (other 

than the basic chemical composition) can be identified. Potential items that fall into this area are substances such as 

organic admixtures, which are common components of cement mixtures and tend to be resistant to biodegradation. 

These items can then have their releasable compositional quantities split among associated species included in the 

redox model (Table 8) 

4. Modeling results 

4.1 The Swiss low level repository test case 

As MING is a new model and comparing results from MING with previously modeled system builds 

confidence in the model, the Swiss low level repository concept was modeled using the inputs found in Grogan and 

McKinley (1 990), and Capon and Grogan (199 1). The results indicate that the portions of the nutrient and energy 

models used in both the Swiss model and MING are operating in the same way. Figure 5 shows a result comparison 

for both the energy and nutrient calculations reported by Capon and Grogan (1991) with those calculated with 

MING. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the results are identical. 

4.2 Comparison with laboratory experiments 

Experiments conducted at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to determine limiting nutrients to microbial 

growth in the YMP environment and to give bounds on microbial influenced corrosion (MIC) on waste packages are 

utilized in this model to build confidence. These experiments were conducted independent of model development 

and are intended to be a blind test on the results of the simulated tests calculated from MING. A description of these 

results are reported in Horn et al. (1998a and 1998b),Davis et al. (1998), and Horn et al. (2002). These experiments 

utilize several different growth media. Each of these media was selected to determine the limiting nutrients in the 
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host rock at YM. Each media was specifically selected to enable the determination of limiting nutrients in the 

repository environment. The reader is referred to Horn et al. (1 998a and 1998b) and Davis et al. (1 998) for more 

detailed descriptions of the experiments. 

Each of these media was placed in a flask in addition to a known quantity of Topopah Spring tuff and was 

cultured for approximately seven days to determine the growth rates and final cell densities. Growth rates were 

determined by taking samples of the media and periodically subjecting them to live plating; only aerobic 

heterotrophc organisms were enumerated in these experiments. Two different types of tests were conducted: first, a 

set of microcosm experiments where the crushed tuff was exposed to a continuous feed of growth media and second, 

a set of batch experiments where the crushed tuff was exposed to a single aliquot of growth media. The experiments 

that best fit the setup of MING to model are the batch experiments as they use easily duplicated conditions. Results 

calculated in MING using the batch experiment inputs are reported on Table 10. 

For the six growth media shown in Table 10, the results show on average that MING adequately replicates the 

lab tests to within 17 percent and are generally accurate to within one order of magnitude. For the phosphate 

deficient growth media, the results of MING are extremely sensitive to the material lifetime of the tuff. This reflects 

and supports the conclusion that phosphate is a limiting growth nutrient, as was shown in laboratory experiments. 

Overall, the results shown in Table 10 reflect the nutrient limiting conditions set up in the lab. By decreasing the 

material lifetime of the tuff, the MING results will come closer to the measured values. For the carbon deficient 

media results, there are some concerns. The MING results show a two order of magnitude discrepancy with the 

values measured in the lab. However, when sensitivity calculations are done on the CC03 to account for a decrease 

in X03 due to the potential precipitation of calcite or an unknown imposed C02 fugacity on the carbon deficient 

growth media, calculated values approach those measured in the lab experiments. 

4.3 Yucca Mountain ambient conditions 

Eighteen ambient calculations were done to demonstrate that MING gives a reasonable answer when modeling 

natural systems. Three separate test case sets were developed, each dependant on the likely nutrient and energy 

sources: biotite, altered tuff (AT) and unaltered tuff (UT). Each of the three test case sets differed by altering two 

inputs thought to be the biggest factors to natural microbial variability, water infiltration rate (water availability) and 

material lifetime of the rock. Two cases were used to look at the variability that infiltration has on the ambient 

system. In addition to the infiltration rate, the material lifetime for the alteration of the repository host rock seems to 

be the most uncertain parameter. Because this rate can provide different quantities of nutrients (especially 
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phosphorous) and energy, this parameter was varied. Figure 6 compares the results provided in the three test cases 

above with the actual measurements taken at Rainer Mesa and in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) at YM. 

They show that most calculated results are near or within the measured natural variability and seem reasonable in 

comparison to the inputs. 

Two factors may affect the variability of the results. First there could be some nutrient contamination (not 

accounted for before sampling) or enhanced growth that allowed the measured ESF and Rainer Mesa tunnel values 

to be elevated because the sampling took place well after the tunnels were constructed (Kiefi et al. 1993, Haldeman 

and Amy 1993). Second, our model is abstracted, and therefore we may not have included a measurable quantity of 

an energy-providing nutrient. Even with the above factors in mind, the ambient case results seem to indicate that we 

are modeling the ambient system adequately. The results also indicate the dependence of microbial growth on 

groundwater composition and flux, especially since the ESF experiments indicate that water is the limiting nutrient 

in the ambient system (Kieft et al. 1997, Horn et al., 2002). To some extent, the modeling results also indicate that 

the composition and material lifetime of the altered and unaltered tuff can play a role in the abundance of 

microorganisms, however the solubilization of rock is also affected by microbial activity (Horn et al., 2002). 

Phosphorous is less abundant in the unaltered tuff and its availability is generally limited to the concentrations found 

in the tuff. 

4.4 Modeling the engineered barrier system (EBS) at Yucca Mountain 

The case presented below represents a modeling scenario that uses the specific inputs presented above. The case 

presented is a representative case for the current EBS design shown on Figure 1. Other representative cases are 

reported in Jolley (2000). Results shown on Figure 4 indicate that the maximum yearly biomass produced for the 

entire calculation is 55.54 gd,/m of drift in year 363,636. During the ventilation period prior to repository closure (0 

to 51 years) the biomass production was between 15.21 and 14.36 gh/m of drift during times when the T and RH 

were below the threshold for growth. Otherwise, no growth occurred until well into the post closure period (in year 

324) due to elevated temperatures or low RH. Maximum biomass growth attributable to degradation of ground 

support of 4.10 gk/m occurred in year 780 due to the degradation of the steel in the gantry rails. The biomass 

decreases to 0.19 gk/m of drift when the final ground support component (cement grout comprised of Type K 

cement, silica fume and superplasticker) degraded in year 2,500. Later, the drip shield produced a maximum of 

0.0549 gd,/m at year 150,000 and the natural ambient system produced a biomass of 0.0542 gd,/m after the waste 

form was degraded in year 364,735. After the drip shield fails the waste package and pallet produce a maximum 
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biomass of 1 1.09 gd,/m during degradation of the stainless steel in the waste package pallet (pedestal) and a biomass 

of 0.11 gd,,/m for the C-22 alloy materials (waste package outer shell and pedestal). Biomass production during the 

waste form degradation period (363,636 to 364,735) was at its peak (55.54 gdq/m) due to the rapid degradation of 

the waste package inner shell and the basket materials. For the majority of the lifetime of the waste form, the 

biomass produced ranged between 55 and 11 gh/m. 

During most of the period covered by the calculation, biomass growth in the repository environment is nutrient 

limited by the lack of phosphorous in the groundwater fluxing into the repository (Table 9). Prior to year 324, the 

biomass is limited because the RH was too low or the temperature too high to sustain microbial growth. The only 

time that the calculation is energy limited is during the preclosure ventilation period. During times when the 

repository is limited by carbon, it is because there is not enough available in the materials being degraded in the 

repository and the energy utilization of C02 gas is small. Over the one million-year calculation of the EBS, a 

cumulative biomass of 1.98E+06 grams per meter of drift is produced. 

5. Conclusions 

With the advent of MING, a forward predictive capability of the effects of microbiological communities can be 

explored. Several predictive capabilities are currently possible using results of this model. These capabilities include 

determination of biofilm production, C02 gas production, radionuclide sorption, microbial colloid formation and 

siderophore production. These types of predictive models are important not only to the Yucca Mountain project and 

to its potential mission as a nuclear waste repository, but to other investigations and projects that deal with future 

and past interactions between geologic or engineered materials and the biosphere. The model as presented above 

does not address all of the specific effects of the localized impacts of biofilm development, colloid formation, and 

the production of inorganic acids, methane, organic byproducts, carbon dioxide, and other chemical species that 

could change the longevity of materials. However, the results from MING have been used to establish bounds on 

C02 production, biofilm formation, generation of colloids and uptake of radionuclides by microorganisms in in-drift 

environments (Jolley, 2000 and Jolley 2001b). Examples for C02 gas estimation and radionuclide transport are 

discussed below. 

5.1 C02 gas respiration estimation 

The generation of C02 gas was one of the first predictive uses of MING modeling. COz gas availability is important 

in the solubility of radionuclides such as Uranium and Neptunium. The prediction is based on the methodology 
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discussed in Morel and Hering (1993, Chapter 4 Section 7.1) where the protoplasm term for a chemical reaction is 

equated to the major elements in an algal biomass and the respiratory process is defined by the following reactions: 

Protoplasm = C106H2630110N16P1 (6) 

(7) Protoplasm + 13 802 3 1 06C02 + 1 6N03- + H2P0i + 122H20 + 17H' 

Therefore, if we equate our microbial stoichiometric formula [C160(H280080)N30P2S; Table 61 to the protoplasm term, 

we can then determine an estimate of the number of moles of C02 that could be generated by a given number of 

moles of heterotrophic organisms. 

C I ~ ~ ( H ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ) N ~ O P ~ S  + 20902 16oco2 + 80H20 + 3ONOi + 2H2POi + H2S + 114H' (8) 

Thus, a maximum of 160 moles of C02 could be produced for every mole of microorganisms that would respire. 

Figure 7 below was generated by taking the mass of organisms from several modeling cases discussed in Jolley 

(2000; Note that Case 1 is very similar to Case 2 shown on Figure 4), and calculating the moles of C02 per cubic 

meter of drift. Notice that one can also use this equation to determine 0 2  consumption as well. 

5.2 Radionuclide Sorption 

Results from Jolley (2001b) indicate that there is a large potential in the repository drift for radionuclides to 

sorb onto microorganisms, with the possibility that adsorbed nuclides could subsequently transport with organisms 

in groundwater effluxed from the repository drifts. Figure 8 uses cumulative results from MING calculations in 

Jolley (2000) like those shown on Figure 4 to derive a time dependent microbial source term in the drift. This source 

term coupled with a distribution of uranium uptake allows for the predictive modeling of the effects of microbial 

sorption and subsequent modeling of colloidal transport. The distribution is derived from experimental results of 

sorption on microorganisms due to metabolism-independent uptake onto cell walls and membrane components. 

Uptake averages 162.88 f 133.05 mg/gm dry cell weight and range from a minimum value of 45.2 mg/g to a 

maximum of 615 mg/g. These data were derived from Suzuki and Banfield (1999). 

Figure 8 shows that the distribution in the mass of uranium that can be accumulated on the predicted biomass 

over 1 million years. Therefore, over a period of 1 million years, the biomass produced in the EBS can uptake from 

178 to 2423 kg of uranium for one meter of drift containing a commercial spent nuclear fuel waste package as long 

as the pH of the environment stays acidic or near neutral. The fate of the resulting colloids with respect to their 

transport by groundwater remains to be determined by further studies. 
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5.3 Other potential uses 

Although no modeling results have been provided, we believe that MING can be adapted to evaluate other types of 

environmental problems. Theoretically, any investigation of a natural system that involved the determination of in- 

situ microbial communities could be modeled. As an example, Figure 9 depicts the spatial set up of a typical 

repository drift-based calculation. The flux of items such as groundwater and gas are downward in the horizontal 

direction. However, if the same figure were rotated 90°, it would depict a standard borehole. Therefore, any 

investigation that could be conducted within a borehole could be examined. 

MING could be especially useful in the investigation of monitored natural attenuation and engineered 

bioremediation projects to clean up contaminated subsurface locations. In addition to the predictive tools generated 

for use on the Yucca Mountain Project, the investigation of site remediation issues concerning geochemistry and 

transport discussed above, like COz gas generation and radionuclide sorption, other potential uses are numerous. 

Examples include the determination or quantification of the biomass possible from the addition of fertilizers in 

planned in-situ remediation projects. The optimization of alternative bioremediation designs can be investigated. 

Predictions on non-radionuclide sorption and generation of C02 gas in landfills or other waste locations can be 

made. Of course, the use of MING is not limited to these few examples. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Components of the Engineered Barrier System in the Proposed Repository at Yucca Mountain 

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram Showing the Inputs and Functionality of MING 

Figure 3. Waste Package Temperatures and Relative Humidities and Percolation Flux at the Repository Drift Wall 
through Time used in MING Calculations (Jolley 2000) 

Figure 4. Biomass Production through Time for One Meter of Drift Containing a 21 PWR Waste Package (Jolley 
2000) 

Figure 5. Comparison of Swiss Model Results (Capon and Grogan, 1991) with MING Calculations of the Swiss 
Model (Jolley 2000) 

Figure 6. Comparison of MING Results to Ambient Measurements. The Dashed Lines Represent the Ranges in 
Measured Data in The ESF and The Rainier Mesa Analog on the Nevada Test Site. Results Represent Two Different 
Groundwater Infiltration Rates (Cases 1-3 use 7.8 M d Y r  And Cases 4-6 use 42.06’MdYr) and Three Different 
Lithologic Compositions of Topopah Spring Tuff (Biotite Only, Unaltered Tuff [UT] and Altered Tuff [AT]) (Jolley 
200 1 c). 

Figure 7. Estimating COZ Gas Generation via Microbial Respiration Using MING Modeling Results (Jolley 2000) 
Results of Case 1 are Similar to Results Shown in Figure 4. Case 7 Represents Maximum Corrosion of In-drift 
Ground Support Components, Case 15 and 2 1 Represent the Same Input as Case 1 and 7 Respectively with the 
Substitution of the PWR Commercial Spent Fuel Waste Package with the High Level Waste Glass Waste Packages. 
The Final Case Represents Case 1 Modeled with a 44 BWR Waste Package. 

Figure 8. Uranium Uptake onto Biomass Generated from a Microbial Source Term Representing Commercial Spent 
Nuclear Fuel Waste Packages in a Potential Repository Drift. 
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Figure 9. Configuration of a Repository Drift Model vs. a Borehole Model. Note that MING is set up to handle 
cylindrical volumes and fluxes directed perpendicular to the cylinder. 

TABLES 

Table I .  AG (kJ/mol) as a Function of Temperature ("C) for Selected Redox Half Reactions (Jolley 2001a). 

Selection of data and documentation of regression analyses found in Jolley (2001a) 
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Table 2. Material Compositions, Masses and Estimated Material Lifetimes for Materials used in the Engineered Barrier System 
Design (Jolley 2000a) 

containing a 21 PWR waste package. Material lifetimes represent are representative of rapid corrosion rates as documented in Jolley (2000). Use 
of other representative material lifetimes drift locations, waste package types and waste forms and their modeling results can be found in Jolley 
(2000). 
* Alloy 22; the mass includes part of the same material used in the waste package pallet (343 kg/m). 
** The composition only includes the elements used in MING nutrient and redox equations. Uranium was not included in this set of calculations 
as an electron acceptor. 

Table 3. Reactant Compositions Used in the Energy Calculations for Each Material in the Engineered Barrier System Designs 
(Jolley 2000). 

Spent Nuclear Fuel Fe, NO,., CO:., S, Mn2+ 
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Table 4. Cumulative Gas Flux Values (kg/m2) into the drift used in MING Calculations (Jolley 2000) 

6.6667E-06 9.28OOE-04 3.7000E-03 

2.4667E-02 3.4336E+00 1.3690E+01 

2.4687E-02 3.4382E+OO 1.3709E+01 

Table 5. Calculated Drift Wall Water Compositions used in MING (Jolley 2000). 

Parameter 
Time 

Time 

I POL3 kmol/m’ 

DOC kmol/m3 

Preclosure 
Period 

0 - 50 years 

8.2 

1.79E-07 

1.28E-05 

3.30E-05 

Boiling Transitional 
Cool-Down Period 

Period 

1.79E-07 1.79E-07 

1.28E-05 1.28E-05 

3.3OE-05 I 3.30E-05 

Extended Cool- 
Down Period* 

2000 - 100,000 years 

7.3 

1.79E-07 

1.28E-05 

3.30E-05 

IMnZ+kmol/m3 I 1.04E-07 I 1.04E-07 1 1.04E-07 I 1.04E-07 

ICO~~krnol/m’ I 1.3E-03 1 1.9E-04 I 3.OE-04 I 2.1E-03 

SO;’ kmol/m3 1.3E-03 6.6E-04 1.2E-03 1.2E-03 

Fez’ kmol/m3 1.1E-10 7.9E-10 4.1E-10 2.4E-11 

*These values are used beyond 100,000 years. 

Table 6. Stociometric Representation for Microbial Composition along with Other Required Properties of a Microorganism 
Taken from McKinley et al. (1997) 

IMicrobial Composition I CI~O(HZ~OO~O)N~OPZS I 
Average Water Content 

Average Microbial Volume 

99% by weight 

I .5 x 10-l~ ml 

Table 7. Material Layer Designators Used in MING for the Sequential 
Degradation of Waste Package and Repository Materials (Jolley 2000). 
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Table 8. Reactant Compositions, Breakdown Codes and 
Molecular Masses for the Release of Organic Materials (Jolley 2000). 

Superplasticizer 

CH20 5 278 

CH30H 4 

HCOO- 2 

so;- 1 

Communications Cable 

CH20 2 28 

Table 9. Limiting Environmental Conditions Reported in MING Output (Jolley 2000). 

Table I O  Comparison of Calculated Results from MING to Laboratory Experiments for Six Different Growth Media (GM) 
(Jolley 2001~).  

Growth Media Microorganis 
(GM) ms Calculated 

in MING (per 
ml GM) 

YM complete 1.04E+08 

Dilute Complete 2.89B+07 

J13-NO3 2.03B+08 

Phosphate Deficient 1.47B+05 

J13-SO4 2.03E+08 

Carbon Deficient 8.34E+07 

Maximum Maximum 
Microbes in Microbes in 
Batch Tests Microcosm 
(per mil of 

GM) of GM) 
8.00E+08 7.70B+07 

3.80E+06 3.43B+08 
1.12E+08 4.90E+08 

4.50B+05 1.1 OE+07 

3.85E+09 7.60B+08 

1.02!3+06 3.60E+06 

Tests (per mil 

Difference 
Log1 0 [MING] 

LoglOlbatch]) 

-0.88 

0.88 
0.26 
-0.49 

-1.28 

1.91 

Difference 
I,oglO[MINGj 

LoglO[microcosmj) 

0.13 

-1.07 

-0.38 
-1 -87 

-0.57 

1.36 

Average : -0.17 k 1.12 
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